PROPOSAL: Central Iron County Water Conservancy District
Primary Water is earth-generated water also referred to as juvenile, magmatic, plutonic, paleo,
ancient, trapped, conic, mineral, thermal, hypogene…in all cases it is new water added to the
atmospheric cycle. It has now been proven using deep-earth seismology and independent
laboratories that hydrogen and oxygen combine in the transition zone of the mantle at a depth
of c. 400 miles, where our silicate bedrock is formed, and makes its way to the surface via the
centrifugal forces of our planet, emerging both at the bottom of our oceans in massive
quantities and at the highest mountain elevations, often as pure “spring” water, potable
without filtration, usually rising under considerable pressure.
Water Exploration &Production seeks to deploy the proven methodology of all other oil/gas
and mineral extraction ventures to pinpoint-locate wells and precision-drill bores to produce
potable water at near-surface depths in all formations regardless of climate or precipitation.
Exploration involves a multi-disciplinary approach using aspects of structural geology,
geophysics and geochemistry. Advanced geophysical data collection and analytics can and
should be utilized, focusing on the passive data collection of magnetics, radiometrics, gravity
and non-destructive seismics, as well as satellite imagery and data such as DEM, SAR and the
full range of Landsat capabilities.
Production employs standard water well drilling rigs and equipment but in unique ways – in
search not of aquifer basins but renewable non-aquifer sources. We recommend drilling smalldiameter exploratory boreholes into primary water formations and contact points, almost
always seeking primary bedrock (hence the nickname “rock drillers”) while sealing off surficial
and vadose zone contamination to produce primary water, almost always rising under pressure
yielding shallow static levels and thus allowing for simple submersible (or even non-electrical
mechanical) pumps, and without the need for filtration. Preference is to drill at higher
elevations to allow for gravity flow to area of use.
Deployment is rapid as a result of a short E&P cycle of pre-deployment mapping and data
analysis of the designated project area (parcel, polygon, district, region), remote fracture trace
mapping, and minimal personnel (usually 2 to 3); drillers and rigs can be pre-qualified and thus
contracted locally before decision is made to own rigs and hire crews; multiple sites can be
located and drilling commenced during a 2-week engagement.
Business Model is the E&P model, similar to E&P in oil/gas and mining sectors: prospect and
drill at our risk/expense so long as the client purchases the water at a wholesale rate on term.
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Technical Proposal: The focus of Primary Water Technologies (PWT) and its associate Primary
Water Resources of California (PWR) is on locating, evaluating and developing new
groundwater resources to help local water districts, cities and counties to augment and/or
become self-sufficient in providing water for their citizens and businesses. The goal is to map
new water resources and create a groundwater management plan based on long term
monitoring and the latest algorithms to create safe yield assessments. We have developed a
transferable model based on studies conducted for the Ojai Valley in California, where PWR is
based. This model can be used in other communities such as the CICWCD in Southwest Utah.
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2.
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Traditional groundwater mapping using bio-EM: Mike Page, geologist and PWR partner
Rapid 2D and 3D acoustic profiling using 4G passive seismic system: Mark Burr of PWT
GIS surface and subsurface mapping: consulting geologist Dr. Robin Mattheus
Seismo-electric readings over selected borehole sites: PWT with AquaLocate GF6

Basin Survey: USC geologist Mike Page, who visited SW Utah last year to demonstrate his bioEM (electro-magnetic) device alongside PWT’s passive seismic surveys, will survey the CICWCD
basin for larger flows coming off the tectonic structures in the study area. Mike was farm
manager of Agri-Empire for over 25 years and has located and drilled thousands of wells over
the last 50 years. The objective is to produce a map and geo-located data file for an
independent consulting geologist to prepare geological cross-sections based on standard USGS
databases and methods. Here is an example of a map Mike produces (the thick blue lines
represent the actual flows almost always originating on faults and fissures of the crust):
Mike Page bio-EM mapping of Lake Casitas CA watershed
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Passive seismics: The emerging field of deep acoustic profiling offers a non-destructive method
to identify anomalies within the context of structural geology. Our fourth-generation system is
capable of readings to 2000 meters, but of course will focus on +/- 250 meters in the CICWCD
study. This easily deployed system will be used to correlate with the bio-EM survey of Mike
Page, and included in the study of the consulting geologist. Below are examples of acoustic
profiles presenting the mechanical strength vs. weakness of the near-surface crust:
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Traditional Geological Cross Sections and Hydrogeological Mapping: Consulting geologist Dr.
Robin Mattheus will review online data, existing hydrogeological studies and create custom GISdeveloped geological maps based on our fieldwork. Mike, Mark and Robin will spend up to a
week in the field mapping the CICWCD basin in Iron County, focusing in on those areas we
believe are promising. We will need access to some private properties to allow Mike to track
the course of aquifers through the two counties. Additionally, we work with existing well data
to help confirm our findings. Example of a cross section produced by this methodology:

Seismo-electric: This system allows us to predict depth, water quality and volume once we have
selected the final drill sites. We will include Chekshani Cliffs in our area of study with the goal of
locating a new well along the Hurricane Fault or cross-faults above the development.
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Project Phases: We are proposing a three phase project to assist the CICWCD in better mapping
both traditional and new or unconventional aquifers within the basin:
Phase I – PWT and PWR surveys and mapping
Phase II – Exploratory Drilling
Phase III – Further Survey Mapping and Modeling based on results of Phases I & II

Cost: Following is the detail for Phase I only
$10,000: Bio-EM surveys (PWR Mike Page)
$10,000: Passive seismic surveys (PWT Mark Burr)
$10,000: GIS surface and subsurface Mapping (Dr. Mattheus)
$ 4,000: Electro-seismic DTH readings over drill sites (PWT with AquaLocate)
$ 4,000: Map of recommended sites to drill both monitoring and extraction wells
$ 5,000: Operational & project management.
$ 5,000: Travel estimated for 7 days of field work (Burr, Page, Mattheus)
---------$48,000 + taxes
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